Today, Internet has become the primary source of communication in networks. The attack on its infrastructure poses a great challenge in its expansion. Distributed Denial of Service attack is a serious security threat encountered during the past decade. The goal of the attacker is to spoof the source of IP address to hide its source. Various IP traceback schemes such as Probabilistic Packet Marking, Deterministic Packet marking, TTL base Packet Marking and Hash base IP traceback schemes are proposed to trace the source of the attacker. This paper summarizes the different IP traceback techniques and compares their effectiveness in countering DDoS attack.
INTRODUCTION
DDoS attack is a major source of Cyber attack [1] . The attacker tries to hide its identification by spoofing the IP Address. Current IP traceback mechanisms can be mainly classified into four categories [2] . These are packet marking, Debugging, Link Testing and Messaging. Packet marking mechanisms mark the identification of the routers in the IP packets. Marking mechanism such as Probabilistic Packet Marking Mechanism (PPM) and Deterministic Packet Marking (DPM) mechanism rely on packet marking for identification of attackers. In PPM, all routers mark the packet using some probability. The victim reconstructs the path back to the source using the bit encoding by each routers. PPM mechanism can also uses TTL value in the packet to identify the source of malicious packets. DPM marks the packet with fixed probability. It uses the identification of ingress routers while marking the packets. SIT(Speedy IP traceback).uses MAC address for marking in the IP packet [3] . This is based on the assumption that the MAC address may not be spoofed by the user since it changes from one hop to other. So, MAC address of source is marked in the packet which can later easily traced. But, MAC address copying is violation of privacy. It is also subject to spoofing.
One marking mechanism uses checksum to encode the IP Address and Traffic filtering mechanism at ingress router to drop the spoof packets at ingress interface [4] . Link testing methods include input debugging [5] and controlled flooding methods [6] . The main idea is to start from the victim to locate the attacker from upstream links by testing the possible routes and then finding the attack path. This technique has limitations when there are branching in the network as it increases the overloading of the network. When the Network Traffic is quite heavy, this technique is not feasible to use. If the victim is receiving significant attack traffic, then this technique is less effective. Another traceback technique is Messaging. Bellovin [7] proposed ICMP messages to traceback the source of attacker. ICMP messages are sent to find the source of forged packets. But, the limitation of this technique is that generally routers do not allow to exchange of ICMP messages. Also, when the network traffic is very high, this generates additional traffic. In section 2 PPM technique is discussed. Section 3 describes DPM. Section 4 provides information about TTL base packet Marking Techniques. Challenges and conclusions are outlined in section 5.
PPM
The design of any IP traceback process relies on the assumptions [8] which are as follows:- The attacker can send many packets.

The attacker can spoof the packets.
The attacker may be aware that they are being traced 
The network infrastructure has limited memory and storage capacities.
The CPU available has also limited processing capability.  Multiple ISPs may not support each other during the traceback process.
The attackers can send multiple packets. Hence the marking mechanism should be such that it should be evenly spread over normal and malicious traffic. It should try to cover malicious packets as much as possible. The attackers can spoof the packets and the attacker may also be aware that they are being traced. Hence the IP mechanism must provide mechanism of randomness in marking so as to thwart the attacker from discovering the mechanism of marking. The network infrastructure has limited memory and storage capabilities. Hence the mechanism should be such that storage of the marking details in IP packet should be limited so as not to obstruct the normal flow of the traffic. The CPU has limited memory. Hence, the marking by routers in the packets should be performed by control plane. The forwarding plane should forward the packets so that the normal traffic is not obstructed. This PPM mechanism utilizes 16 bit identification field and one bit reserve flag (RF) for the marking. This mechanism encodes the path by encoding bits in the IP packets. The mechanism uses three fields: start, end and distance field to encode the marking in the IP Packet. Router marks the starting address in the start field. Distance field is marked as zero by this router. When the packet reaches to the neighbouring router, if it decides to mark the IP Addresses, it marks its IP Address into end field. Otherwise, the distance field is incremented. Here router is using probability and randomness for marking the packets. Hence, by using this technique, the edges between the routers are encoded which will be used for path reconstruction during IP traceback mechanism. Another technique which considers interleaving of hashing of IP address with normal IP address(fig3). This is further broken into fragments which the routers select randomly among the packets to mark in IP Packet. The main drawback of this scheme is that each and every router is involved in marking which puts heavy overload on the network. Number of false positives will also increase as intermediate routers are also involved in encoding their edge in the path. Also, as per this scheme, farther the router from the victim, lesser is the probability that the packets are marked. It marks the packet with fixed probability of 1/d. Another technique named as Adjusted Probabilistic Packet Marking [9] improves the probability to mark the packet. This marking scheme proposes to mark the packet with probability p=1/(c+1-d v ) where d v is the distance of the router to the victim and 'c' is the constant. This scheme decreases the number of unmarked packets. SPIE [10] (Source Path Isolation Engine) is another traceback technique based on logging. In this technique, log based mechanism is installed at the router by computing and storing 32 bit packet digest. If any packet is found to be malicious, the query is dispatched to SPIE which in turn queries router for packet digest of the relevant period. SPIE then builds the graph of router visited by the packet.
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In this technique, the invariant field in the IP packets is passed to the input digest function to produce the digest. The variant fields like TTL and checksum which are subject to change at every hop is not included in the digest function to produce the digest ( fig.4 ). Option field is also rewritable by routers at various intervals. The SPIE masks these variant fields so as to have same digest at all hops. SPIE must also handle the situation when header is changed due to the transformation of packet (tunneling). SPIE architecture ( fig.5 ) consists of DGAs (Data Generation Agent) installed at each router. These DGAs collects data at each router and hierarchical set of SPIE collection and reduction agent (SCARs) that ask these DGAs if they have seen packet in question. The DGA produces the packet digests and store the digests in bit mapped digest tables. The rest of SPIE system is concerned with the query mechanism, attack graph generation and system security. These digests are stored in bloom filter [10] . This mechanism will not generate false negatives because at each router identification is encoded. False positives may be generated because the encoding may be due to hashing of other field. The false positives may be limited by SPIE. SPIE mechanism requires separate hardware for Data storage. It increases additional overhead to the existing resources.
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DPM
DPM [11] takes 17 bits of IP Packet field (16 bit ID field and 1 bit of Reserve flag) to mark the packets and these marks remain unchanged for as long as the packet traverses the network. (Fig. 7) The mark is done by ingress router closer to the source of attack. Hence it ensures that egress router does not overwrite the mark. Hence, the scheme makes a distinction between inbound and outbound packets. The marking of the packets is done deterministically. If the attacker tries to spoof the source address of the packet, this will be overwritten with correct marks by the very first router the packet traverses. The coding in the ID field assumes that there are almost no IP fragments in the internet. This assumption was made in [12] and is supported by empirical traffic analysis that less than 0.5% of packets are fragmented [13] . The discussion about this is made at the end of the section. In this scheme IP address of 32 bits is fragmented into two parts of 16 bits each. The one bit flag will indicate whether the fragment is first or second. 
Fig 7: IP Fragementation
Fragmentation is a feature of Internet protocol ( fig.7 ) to enable transport of packets across the networks with different Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU). Path MTU is the smallest MTU on a path from a source host to destination host. When a packet enters in network, if its size is larger than MTU, the packet has to undergo fragmentation. When the packet is fragmented, the new fragment is also IP packet with its own header. The Source Address (SA), Destination Address (DA), Identification Field (ID) and Protocol (P) are used to differentiate whether the IP Packet belong to the same fragment or not. MF bit is set to indicate that there are more fragments otherwise set to '0' to indicate that no more fragmentation of packet will be done. Finally the offset field of the IP header is set to the portion of the data in the fragment w.r.t. the beginning of the data in the original datagram. The offset is measured in 8 bytes. For successful reassembly, the destination has to acquire all the fragments of the original datagram. Since DPM uses identification field and marking the identification field with different marking will lead to reassembly error. Fragmentation can happen upstream or downstream from the point of marking. Upstream fragmentation is known to the Deterministic Packet Marking (DPM) enabled interface. The DPM enabled interface can identify a packet to be fragmented by examining its MF and offset. DPM can employ a different strategy for marking these packets. Downstream fragmentation is unknown to DPM and it causes few problems for reassembly. The router which is going to fragment the IP packet will simply insert the ID field in all the fragments. At the destination, the assembly will be successful since ID field will contain the same contents for all the fragmentation of IP Packets. Upstream fragmentation will cause more problems for DPM enabled interface. Since basic DPM does not distinguish between fragments and each ID field of the fragments will contain marking, will cause the reassembly error at the receiving host.
In fragment persisted DPM, the fragment of a single IP Packets will be marked same in their ID field. The information has to be stored in a table at the DPM enabled interface and checked every time a new fragment arrives to identify fragments to the same original datagram. DPM should check if the tuple of the four fields utilized by reassembly function (SA, DA, P, and ID) is same as any other it marked with the maximum reassembly timeout of 120 seconds.
Since the attacker can send many fragments to perform DDoS attacks, hence to remedy this situation, simple modification to persistent DPM could be made. As per study in [14] , it was determined that the number of fragment of the IP Datagram does not exceed the value of 44. Hence a counter could be initialized in the algorithm which will keep trace for the value of 44. Hence, it will not accept further fragment of packet over this value. Flexible Deterministic Packet marking [15] is another marking technique in the family of IP traceback techniques. The novel characteristic of FPDM is its flexibility. First, it can adjust the length of marking field according to network protocols deployed (flexible marking strategy) and second it can also adaptively change its marking rate according to the load of the participating router by a flexible flow marking scheme. The mark recognition step is the reverse process of encoding. By reading control fields in the IP Packet, the length of the mark and which fields in the IP header store the mark can be recognized. If the RF is Zero, the mark length is 24 (Both ID and TOS are deployed). If the RF is 1, according to different protocols of TOS used, the mark length will be 16 or 19. Flow based marking scheme marks the packet according to the flow. A flow table is maintained (Fig. 8 ) For each DA, there are two load thresholds L max and L min for the traceback router. L max is the threshold that control whole packet marking process, which means that router will not mark the packet if the load exceed the threshold. Congestion control scheme can be turned on to guarantee best effort services for the router. The load threshold L min means that if the load exceeds this value, the marking will be continue but with reduce marking load. If the load stays below L min, then the router will just mark all the packets because router can process all the packets without performance penalty.
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Logging and Deterministic Packet Marking algorithm [16] (LDPM) traces the special "edge" path which consists of R 
TTL BASE PACKET MARKING
TTL base Packet Marking [17] in which packet is marked with probability inversely proportional to the distance travelled by the packets so far. Therefore, packets that have to traverse longer distance are marked with higher probability comparing to those that have to traverse shorter distances. This ensures that packet is marked by intermediate routers with higher probability. This enables the effectiveness of tracing spoofed packet to source.
In the algorithm where t p is the maximum remaining distance, if the TTL value of packet is greater than t p, then the packet is marked with highest probability. This scheme can be incorporated in PPM based techniques.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Various Packet Marking Techniques such as Probabilistic Packet Marking, Deterministic Packet Marking and TTL base Packet Marking Techniques have been studied. These mechanism differ in their marking mechanism (Table 1) but they are by large able to detect source of spoof packets.
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The main drawback of these schemes is that these mechanisms are still marking the spoofed packets which are increased due to DDoS attacks. Hence, the overhead on the router is increased manifold due to increase in malicious traffic and marking of packets by router. Scope of future work lies in making the marking mechanism more effective by introducing Packet Filter module along with DPM so that overhead of router in marking the spoofed packets is reduced to minimum. The DPM mechanism discussed in this paper involves the marking of packets by ingress router. This mechanism can also be improved by involving intermediate routers in filtering the spoofed packets by validating the marking in the IP packet so that the malicious traffic reaching the host is reduced to minimum. The victim can reconstruct the path of spoof packets and alert the filtering module for the source of spoof packet. (fig 10) by each router with random probability. TTL base packet marking mechanism can also use this mechanism for marking the packets.
The packets are marked by ingress router with fixed probability
The farther is the router, the less is the chance of its encoding mechanism reaching the victim
The packets are marked by the ingress router.
The number of packets required for reconstruction are very large.
The number of packets required are very less and reconstruction is a simple process. Additional burden on network infrastructure is placed by PPM.
Less burden on networking infrastructure.
FIG. 10: PROPOSED IP TRACEBACK MECHANISM
